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foolish theory of innervation-feelings to which Wundt himself now and
ever stood opposed. In the fourth edition Miinsterberg, one of the
most original opponents of innervation-feelings, is quoted only once and
then actually so as to make the reader think that he might most
naturally have got his views from Wundt himself (see p. 431, note).

The mania for a plausible smoothness, the shrinking from an
appearance of fallibility, seem in fact in Wundt's later writings to be
driven so far as seriously to neutralize the clearness and value of the
work. A thinker so learned, so intelligent, before whose encyclopaedic
•capacity an entire generation bows down with cordial admiration, ought
to be above such foibles. Not in such ways were the best parts of the
reputation of a Fechner, a Mill, a Darwin, made.

WILLIAM JAMES.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

MR. JAMES WARD ON MODERN PSYCHOLOGY.

Mr. Ward's noteworthy article in Mind for January last, under
the title ' Modern' Psychology: a Reflexion, may be described as a
•critique of the fundamental conceptions on which Prof. Miinsterberg
and others of the younger physiological psychologists base their
experimental work. It was in his brilliant little book, Die Willens-
handlung (1888), that Prof. Munsterberg first advanced the view that
all mental states, emotions and volitions as well as cognitive states,
are simply complexes of sensations, that is, of elements each essen-
tially similar to blue, hot, sour.* This view was briefly but severely
criticised by Prof. Wundt in his article' Zur Lehre von den Gemiiths-
bewegungen' (1890), who designated it as intellectualism, that is to
say, the ignoring of any but cognitive elements.f It is against the
same view that Mr. Ward's criticisms are directed; and though he
prefers to call it presentationism, he is as outspoken in his condemna-
tion of it as Prof. Wundt, whom he claims as an ally.

Now I observe that Mr. Ward uses the word presentationism in two
senses, a narrow sense and a broad sense, which he equally condemns.
In the narrow sense he means by presentationism the doctrine that all
mental states may be resolved into sensations. In the broad sense
he means by it the doctrine that psychology has to do solely with
conscious events. And what I shall try to show is, that it is only
in the narrow sense that Prof. Wundt agrees with him in condemning
presentationism; whereas, if the word be taken in the broad sense,

• WilUnshandlung, p. 62. Cf. BrilrSge zur exp. Psych., I. p. 28.
f Philos. Studien, vi. 3 (1890), pp. 387-8.
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Prof. Wundt becomes himself a presentationist; in fact, if Mr. Ward
realized how truly he is one, we should find him denouncing Prof.
Wundt as the greatest and most dangerous of presentationists, instead
of claiming him as an ally. This seemingly personal issue will be
found, I believe, to involve an important question of psychological
principle.

A word, first, in regard to presentationism in the narrow sense, the
sense which Prof. Wundt and Mr. Ward agree in condemning. Here
I will only, say that I am inclined to sympathize with Prof. Miinster-
berg's critics. He himself admits that every sensation is accompanied
by feeling as its inseparable subjective aspect. Every sensation,
so the doctrine runs, has a quality and an intensity which are it&
objective aspect, and which represent the nature and strength of the
stimulus, and an emotional tone, which expresses the attitude of the
organism towards this stimulus. But it seems to me that the accom-
panying feeling gets but scanty justice when described as emotional
tone. The description overlooks the fact that the feeling has an active
as well as a passive side. For though retrospectively and with reference
to the sensation it attends we call it pleasure or pain, yet prospectively
and with reference to the changes it effects in consciousness it
deserves the name of impulse or will. But this is not the question I
wish to discuss, which is that of presentationism in the broad sense—
or rather the doctrine I find Mr. Ward attacking under that not very
appropriate name.

Presentationism in the broad sense is the doctrine, not that " all the
elements of psychical life are primarily and ultimately cognitive ele-
ments," which is presentationism in the narrow sense, but that all the
elements of psychical life are facts of conscious experience, and that
" psychology has to do solely with conscious processes and events."
This doctrine admits feelings and attention as distinct from sensations
and ideas, and also a self which has these feelings and exerts this atten-
tion. But it holds that the feelings are facts of conscious experience,
that the attention is a fact of conscious experience, that the self is a
fact of conscious experience. The very being of feelings, attention,
and self, as much as of sensations and ideas, consists in their being
facts of conscious experience; if they were not such facts, we should
never know anything about them. And since this is so, psychology
may restrict itself to the facts of conscious experience, and trouble
itself as little with the question of a soul, or of a subject not given in
consciousness and without influence upon the course of conscious
events, as physics does with the question of material substance. Its
proper task is to study the empirical facts and to trace out their con-
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nections as physics and chemistry do those of material phenomena.
Psychology may, in short, be an empirical or natural science, the
science of conscious processes and events.

Now I think it would be safe to say that this general conception of
the facts of mind and the duties of psychology with reference to them
is shared by practically all of the younger men who take an interest in
neurology and in experimental work, many of whom are very far from
being presentationists in the narrow sense. I think further that there
can be no doubt of Prof. Wundt's entire sympathy with this concep-
tion—and no doubt, for that matter, that it is largely from him that
the younger men have learned it.* But, for Mr. Ward, a psychology
which recognizes only conscious processes and events still falls under
the reproach of presentationism. Such a psychology may succeed in
explaining nine tenths of the facts, but when it comes to the other
tenth, to the subject and its activities, it inevitably breaks down.
And so I should like to consider, very briefly, whether Mr. Ward's
account of the subject is the only possible account, or whether
'modern' psychology can offer one which shall be adequate to all the
facts. I believe not only that it can do so, but that it can offer an
account which will not be open to a very serious objection lying
against Mr. Ward's, an objection admitted to be such by Mr. Ward
himself.

Mr. Ward's account of the subject may be summarized in an intro-
spective observation and three inferences.! First the introspective
observation. The facts of mind cannot be properly expressed by
saying,' There are feelings, ideas, volitions,' but only by saying, ' 1
have feelings, ideas, volitions,' or more briefly,' I feel, I know, I will.'
Every mental state, in other words, involves a subject by whom it is
known or felt or willed. Now the three inferences. First, the subject
must be conceived as distinct from the state which it knows or feels
or wills. Second, it must be conceived as different in kind from all
ideas or feelings or possibilities of such. Third, since all knowledge
implies a subject which knows, all feeling a subject which feels, it
follows that this subject, just because it is the subject, cannot itself be
directly known or felt.

I imagine that the plain man, who began by acquiescing in Mr.
Ward's judicious words, will be brought up with a start by this last
conclusion. What! he will exclaim, we have no direct knowledge of

* Cf. Philos. Studien, vi. 3 (1890), p. 391.
\ Mr. Ward is of course in no way responsible for the form in which I have

stated his doctrine. His own best statement of it is that given in his valuable
article Psychology, in the gth ed. of the Enc. Brit., p. 39.
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the subject at all ? Then how do we ever come to know that there is
such a thing ? And Mr. Ward acknowledges that the plain man's
question is a very difficult one to answer. In fact, he frankly admits,
as I have said, that the difficulty of answering it forms a serious objec-
tion to his doctrine.

The difficulty is not lightened when Mr. Ward proceeds to draw the
further consequence that feelings and volitions, being subjective facts
as compared with sensations and ideas, cannot be given in experience
any more than the subject. We do not know them directly, we only
know of them by their effects. If we could know them directly, they
would be cognitive states, not feelings and volitions. And here the
plain man asks again, If we are not directly conscious of our feelings
and volitions, how do we ever learn that there are such things ?

Now the ' modern' psychologist surely has common sense on his
side when he protests that pleasures and pains and desires and re-
solves are facts of conscious experience, and that the self too is a fact
of conscious experience. But Mr. Ward immediately points out to
him that there cannot be an experience without some one who experi-
ences, a feeling without some one who feels ; and that consequently,
if the self is felt, there must be another hidden self which feels it.
Feeling, he insists, implies a subject which is not itself felt.

It seems to me that the ' modern' psychologist's cue at this point
is to turn upon Mr. Ward and demand his warrant for the assumption
that the subject is not itself felt. This is the very essence of Mr.
Ward's doctrine. The doctrine must either be accepted, or the as-
sumption challenged. And I think that the ' modern' psychologist
may challenge it with a courageous heart. For what is the source of
this assumption ? It is an inference from the introspective observa-
tion with which we started, the familiar fact of ' I know, I feel, I
•will.' But is there anything in this fact to justify the inference that
the ' I ' is not felt ? Must we not rather say that the ' I ' and the
' know,' the ' I ' and the ' feel,' the ' I ' and the ' will,' are equally
facts of conscious experience ? And if an inference is to be drawn,
must it not be that all feeling involves a subject which is also felt,
rather than that all feeling implies a subject which is not felt ? But
if this is the true account of the matter, how comes Mr. Ward to
draw his inference that the subject is not felt ? I believe that he
is led to do so by a preconceived theory of consciousness, a theory
not so much extracted from the facts as superinduced upon them.

There are two theories of consciousness. The first conceives it
after the analogy of the eye, which sees other objects but cannot see
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itself. The other conceives it as analogous to light, which in illumi-
nating other objects illuminates itself also.*

Mr. Ward's is the eye-theory. His principal argument in its favor
is that the relation of knowledge logically implies two terms, a knower
and a known, and that the knower must needs be distinct from the
known, and therefore itself unknown. I should admit that this is
true in a sense, but deny that it justifies the eye-theory of conscious-
ness. I should hold that, though the knower is not known, it is never-
theless always experienced or felt, and should rely on concrete exam-
ples of knowledge to prove this. In representative knowledge, for
instance in memory, that which knows is a present cognitive state,
which of course is experienced. And in presentative knowledge, or
attention, the self is not prevented from knowing, in the sense of
attending, by the fact that it is .itself dimly experienced. Mr. Ward's
fallacy may therefore be said to lie in applying to conscious experience
or feeling an analysis which holds good only for knowledge. As for
the other argument, if it is another, that mental states are phenomena,
or appearances, and must therefore appear to something, I should
reply that it begs the question. For whether mental states are in the
proper sense of the term phenomena is precisely the question.

The great objection to the eye-theory is, however, the difficulty
already mentioned in regard to the knowledge of the subject. If the
subject is not directly experienced or felt, it is impossible to under-
stand how we ever learn of its existence. To my mind this is not
merely an objection : it is a refutation.

The difficulty referred to is sometimes evaded in the following
way. Though the subject cannot know itself at the moment when it
knows, it is assumed that it can turn and know itself the moment
after. Prof. James's line of argument on this point is so instructive
that I cannot forbear reproducing it here.f After getting happily rid
of the soul, and identifying the knower as the passing state, he finds
that this state, just because it knows, cannot also be an object of
knowledge. Thus the present moment of consciousness, instead of
being the lightest in the series of mental states, becomes the darkest.
Indeed, it is not an empirical fact at all. Only after it is gone have we
any knowledge of it. As it vanishes it becomes the object of a new
unknown state. It thus appears that we have no direct evidence of
the existence of mental states while they last; they are not verifiable
facts. For once, and once only, one is tempted to regret that Mr. James
is such a devout reader of Mr. Shadworth Hodgson.

* Cf. Wundt, Logik, n. 502 ff. f Principles of Psychology, I. p. 304.
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Such difficulties and absurdities as these are the inevitable out-
come of the eye-theory. In Mr. Ward's account, the self, the real
efficient one, loses its status in consciousness and becomes a quasi-
transcendent entity, little better than the soul in disguise. Our knowl-
edge of it is a sort of standing miracle. We are cut off from ourselves :
an impenetrable curtain is drawn between us and that which should be
nearest and most familiar. In Mr. James's, we are told that the lamp
of consciousness is dark while it burns, luminous only after it has gone
out; that we cannot see it while it is present, but may do so as it begins
to be absent; in short, that we may remember and reflect upon that
which we have never experienced. The only escape from these
absurdities and difficulties lies in breaking with the eye-theory, and
putting the light-theory in its place. But can the light-theory explain
the self and its activity in attention ? This is the question that now
calls for an answer.

An attempt to solve the problem of the self and its activity in
accordance with the light-theory, the only such attempt in fact with
which I am acquainted, is Prof. Wundt's much-maligned theory of
apperception. This theory has been strangely misunderstood. It
has oftenest been regarded as a form of the eye-theory, or even as a
crude relapse into the old faculty psychology. Yet there is not the
slightest ground for either of these assumptions, and I think it may
be shown that the theory is perfectly consistent with the conception
of psychology as a science dealing solely with conscious processes and
events. In fact, one of the greatest merits of Prof. Wundt's psychol-
ogizing seems to me to be the consistency with which he holds to this
conception. It is usual for psychologists to say that they have not
been able to understand the theory of apperception. I believe that this
is true both of Prof. Miinsterberg who combats it, and of Mr. Ward
who appeals to it against presentationism. Prof. Miinsterberg combats
it because he supposes it to contain non-empirical elements ; whereas
his own impersonal subject-Ego is a non-empirical element of the
most obvious kind, a relic of the eye-theory, which might to the
advantage of his psychology be altogether dropped.* Mr. Ward, on
the other hand, supposes that the theory of apperception is a form
of the eye-theory, like his own doctrine of the subject, while in truth
it is the legitimate outcome of the light-theory.

The theory of apperception, then, is an attempt to solve the problem
of the self and its activity in terms of the light-theory. According to
Prof. Wundt, we have not two selves, an unknown subject and an

*Cf. Beitrage zur exp. Psych., I. p. 38, and esp. p. 55 : "So wenig wie die Netz-
haut sich selber sehen kann. . . .."
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objective self-consciousness,* or an impersonal subject-Ego and a
personal object-Ego,f or a'self as knower' and a 'self as known'4
We have but one, the self which is a fact of every one's conscious
experience, the empirical self. It is the empirical self which attends
—that is, determines what shall be attended to. But what shall be
attended to depends on the contents of our minds, on the totality of
our latent ideas—on these, however, not merely as ideas, but as accom-
panied by feeling—in other words, on our likes and dislikes, on our
interests. These constitute the very essence of ourselves. The self
may therefore be defined as the manifestation in consciousness of our
latent ideas, of our likes and dislikes, of our interests, in so far as these
are operative in determining what shall be attended to.§ According to
Prof. Wundt, they are manifested in a state of fusion, under the form
of a ' total feeling,' which occupies the background of consciousness.!

Not only does the self, as thus conceived, determine what shall be
attended to, but it does so actively; and we may rightly speak of its
activity, and call it an agent. For the self is a relatively permanent
fact; it has much the same permanence that belongs to a material
object. And if we are justified in speaking of the sun as active when
it melts wax, or of the wind when it moves the sails of a windmill, or
of the windmill when it grinds corn, then to the same extent we are
justified in speaking of the self as active when it attends.^ Indeed, it
is only so far as the latent ideas are active in attention that they are
called the self.**

It will be evident that there is a wide difference between the rela-
tion of the self to the idea attended to and that of the eye to the object
it sees ; for the eye can catch no glimpse of itself, whereas the self
which attends, though not in the focus, is yet in the fringe. Thus
Prof. Wundt, after insisting that the facts of mind are one and
all conscious events, proceeds: "Above all the percipient subject
is not an independent spectator standing over against its own ideas, as
under the treacherous figure of external sense-perception it is here
represented, but forms an inseparable constituent of the psychic pro-
cess itself." ft The reader may judge from this passage how far Mr.
"Ward is justified in claiming Prof. Wundt as an ally.

If the above account of the self is correct, there is evidently no

* Cf. Dr. Ward's article. + Cf. Mttnsterberg, JSHtrSge zur exp. Psych., I. p. 55.
%Ci. James, Psychology, Briefer Course, pp. 176 and ig5.
§ Vorlesungen ilber Menschen u. Thierseele, 2d ed. (1892), pp. 248-9, 269.
I Philos. Studien, VI. 3 (1890), pp. 392-393.
T Vorlesungen, p. 245. **Ibid., p. 269.
•ft Philos. Studien, vi. 3 (1890), p. 389.
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ground for denying that feelings and volitions are facts of conscious
experience because they are subjective. Nor is there any ground for
denying this because they are cognitive states. For a state is cogni-
tive, not because it is known, but because it knows; a memory, for
instance, is cognitive because it knows a past experience. But cogni-
tive states, like all others, are in their first intention facts of conscious
experience ; therein lies their immediate being. Mr. Ward's denial, in
short, that we consciously experience our feelings and volitions is in
reality, what he says it will seem, an extravagant paradox.*

If it be asked whether we can attend to our feelings, I should
answer that we attend to them in attending to the cognitive states of
which they are the subjective side. And the same remark applies to
attention. Although what we ordinarily mean, when we speak of
attending to attention, is that we remember states just past and attend
discriminatively to the aspect of attention in them. This would, in
fact, be my solution of Mr. Ward's puzzle about ' consciousness of
consciousness' or reflection.

If, finally, it be asked whether we remember our feelings, I should
say that we undoubtedly do as a matter of fact, but always in con-
nection with the cognitive states of which they are the subjective
side. I do not mean by this that past feelings are remembered by
means of present feelings. Such an assumption would indeed make
feelings cognitive. What I mean is that every experience may leave
behind a representative idea of itself, an idea which will be cognitive
of the emotional aspect as well as of the cognitive aspect of the expe-
rience, but which will itself be attended by a new feeling.

Sensations and ideas, then, feelings, acts of will, and the self as
well, are all facts of conscious experience, and in this they have
their being. The self with its feelings and activities is consubstantial
with all other mental facts, and is known in the same identical way.

A chief point in the Kantian philosophy is the proof that we have
no direct and intuitive knowledge of other beings than ourselves, but
can know them only representatively, through the medium of our
own conscious states. This doctrine seems to interpose an opaque
barrier between us and the things we would know, and to make any-
thing like a full and satisfactory knowledge of them forever impossible.
Is our idea of an intuitive knowledge of things, then, nowhere realized ?
Are we as ignorant of ourselves as we are of other beings ? Do " all
the great realities escape us " ? It seems to me that the Kantian doc-
trine requires a complement. Representative knowledge holds for

* Enc. Brit., 9th ed., art. Psychology, p. 44.
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other beings, but it does not hold for ourselves. In conscious expe-
rience we have the realization of the demand which in the case of
other beings was judged unattainable, the demand to know things
as they are in themselves. Conscious experience is not less than
knowledge, but more. In it we immediately grasp ourselves and know
ourselves for what we truly are. Conscious experience is, in brief, the
one point at which we come into immediate contact with reality.* It
seems to me therefore that the philosopher is not less concerned
than the psychologist to hold fast to the principle that there is nothing
in consciousness of which we are not conscious, nothing in experience
which is not experienced. C. A. STRONG.

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.

* Cf. Paulsen, Einleitung in die Philosophic (1892), p. 377.


